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Abstract 
The inertial manifold of dissipative partial differential equations is discussed by constructing an invariable map from 
low-dimensional Fourier mode to high-dimensional Fourier mode. The method is applied to the two-dimensional N-S 
equations with periodic boundary conditions, which shows that the invariable map from low-dimensional mode to 
high-dimensional mode is an attractor of this kind of equation in fact, further points out the injective relation between 
the orthogonal projection and the attractor. 
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1. Introduction
Let ，we consider a Class of Incompressible Viscous Fluid N-S Equation with a 
Periodic Boundary Conditions: 
10, 0,a aΩ = ×（ ）（ 2）
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where  are unknown functions， 1 2( ,  ) ( ,  ),  ( ,  )u u u u x t p p x t= = = ( )f f x=  is a given inhomogeneous 
term，and  is the unsteady viscosity coefficient. Suppose that   0v >   f u p， ，  are periodic functions 
on ，and the mean values ofΩ  f u, Ωon  both equal 0，that is 
( ) 0,  ( , ) 0, 0.f x dx u x t dx t= =∫ ∫ ∀ ≥  (2) 
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If H is a closed subspaces of and also is a Hilbert space, then （1） and（2）are 
equivalent to a reduced evolution equation on [1-4] 









+ =                                                                                                                               (3) 
The operator A  corresponds to a Stokes operator with a periodic boundary conditions, which is a 
positive linear unbound self-adjoint operator in H [5], and ( )  D A H⊂ ． 
If { }1 ( ) ;   0,   d 0  perV u H divu u x= ∈ Ω = =∫ ，then .22( )  ( ;  )  perD A H R V= Ω I
( )R u  is defined by 
( ( ), ) (( ) ) d ( ) d ,  .R u v u v u x f x v x for v V= − ⋅∇ + ∈∫ ∫                                                                           (4)      
Consider the equation（３）with the following initial value problem 
0 0  (0) ,       .u u for u H= ∈                                                                                                               (5) 
to the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations，its global attractors  exists[4-6].Λ
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JWe introduce a nonlinear variable transformation u u v z w= ( )
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, and can show that[7]，if U t  
is the solution to（3），then (  is the solution to the following reaction-
diffusion equations: 
                                                                                          (6) 
where ϒ is the Leray mapping, B  is an operator induced by − Δ  in ,  it has periodic  
boundary  conditions on , and 
2 ( ;  )L RΩ 3
Ω
.C fζ = −ϒ +  
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It is easy to know that  all satisfy the periodic boundary conditions. If ( ,  is the 
solution to (6) with , from the uniqueness[7-8]we know  is the solution to (3). 
Especially，the image of 
, , ,u v z w
, )(0)z w =
, , )( )u v z w t
0( , , ( )u v J u ( )u t
ϒ is the bounded invariant set of (6). 
Consider the reaction-diffusion equation (6) ， let ， on the space 
 we define operators 
T( , , , )U u v z w=
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )D A D A D A D B× × × A  and F  as follows 
T
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ν= + ϒ + ϒ + ϒ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦， ， ， [ ]
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1 1 2 2 32 2x yF f f f B u B u Bν= − + +， ， ， ，







= − + .
Where A  is nonselfdual， A−  generate an Analytic Semigroup in 2 ( ;  )3H H H H L R= × × × Ω [8].  
Generally，we can remove the nonlinear term ( )F U  in (7), and obtain a transformed equation. 
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Let ，  is a mapping to the first N  eigenvalues of 
A ，and . Then P H ， where P H  are invariant 
under the operator 
Q I P= − ( )  ( ),    ( ) ( )D A H P H Q H⊂ = + ( ),  ( )Q H
A . Let  denote the mapping from NP H  to the first N eigenvalues of Stokes operator 
A ，and , then the map from  to Q H  forms the inertial manifold of (7). N NQ I P= − ( )P H ( ) ( )D AI
Lemma 1  If ϒ  is the global attractor of（3），then ( )J ϒ  is contained in the global attractor of
（7）. Suppose that 21 2(a a )  is a rational number，to any numbers ,  we can always find 
 and the inertial manifold  of（7）such that 
1,  ,  v K l
1N ≥ GraphΘ = Φ
（1）  has a bounded support in ; Φ ( )P H
（2） ( )1 1( )  / ,     NA p K p P Hλ +Φ ≤ ∈ ; 
（3） 1 2 1 2( ) ( ) ,A p A p l Ap ApΦ − Φ ≤ −  . 1 2 ( ),p p P H∈
Lemma 2  If ， then the equation （3）exists attractor：1 0ρ > 3 / 2 3 / 2 1{ ( );  }u D A A uω ρ= ∈ ≤ . If 
，and we can provide ( )U J ω∈ 2AU ρ≤ ， then is invariant under（7）， so are Θ  and 
，especially，
( )J ω
.( )J ωS = Θ I 1( )    ( ) J S J −Λ ⊂ Λ ⊂， s  
Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 can be proved [8-10]. 
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2. Conclusions 
Theorem Under the conditions of upward Lemmas ， there exists a number  such that 1N ≥
1J S Graph− =（ ） ℘ ，where ℘  is a Lipschitz map from the bounded set of  to . 
Especially，the orthogonal projection  is injective in 
NP H ( )D AINQ H
NP
1 ( )J S− . 
Proof  first there exists  such that  3 >0ρ
3    ( )Lu uρ ω≤ ∈
3 / 2( )D A 2( ;  )∞ = Ω ( ) ( ) 
.                                                                                                                          (8) 
Since is inserted into L R ， J u s∈ 1 ( ) u J s−∈
( ) ( ,  ,  ,  )
 for ， and let 
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,   ,x yz u= = 2  1 3 1,  ,x yP P P P= = 2 3,  P P 1P
4 BP P W=
( )1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1, ,  ,  ( )  ( ,  )x y Bq p p p P p q p q= Φ + ×
1 1 1( ,  )p qψ=
1
1 ( )NP P J S
−
∈
， then .  From J u  
we obtain 
                                                                                                    (9) 
where , Φ = . 
Since v u …，and  are determined by  uniquely. 
Obviously， ， and（9）gives 
                                                                              (10) 
or                 
q  .                                                                                                                               (11)   
To ，there exists a strictly contractive mapping in the spherical region of H  as follows 
1 1 1( ,  )q p qψ→
1 1( )q P= ℜ
1 1,  Nq q Q H∈% 1 1 1 1,  q u P q= + = +% % 4,  = w u u p w= ×% % % % %
，                                                                                                                           (12)
such that the term（11）can uniquely be decomposed into 
.                                                                                                                                    (13) 
In fact，let ，then u P , .  From the Lemma 1 we 
obtain 
2 21 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 4( ,  ) ( , ) Φ ( , , , ) Φ ( , , , )x y x yL Lp q p q p p p p p p p pψ ψ− = −% %     
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≤ − ≤ − ≤ −% % %
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u u u u u u∞− × ≤ −% % ，    23( ( )
2 L L
u u u u u u∞× − ≤ −% % % % ,
From（8）we get 
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2 36 2L Lw w u uρ− ≤ −% % .                                                                                                              (15) 
（14） and（15）give 
2 21 1 1 1 3 1 1( , ) ( , ) 6L Lp q p q Cl q qψ ψ ρ− ≤ −% % .
Thus, （12）holds  for 36 1Cl ρ < . 
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